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ScrubbyPet™: Amazing No-Rinse Bath Mittens enables pet owners to
bath their pets with just a little bit of water and no-rinsing!
The ScrubbyPet™ no-rinse bath mitten is the NEW ALTERNATIVE to keeping pets clean onthe-go. Its water activated and requires absolutely no rinsing. Just add water, lather-up, scrub and
towel dry. Made from quality cleansing ingredients, infused in a soft glove material, the pet bath
mitten is pH balanced and gentle on pet’s skin. It can be used frequently without damaging the
skin.
ScrubbyPet™ no-rinse bath mitten is versatile and can be used for touch-ups in between grooms,
on-the road, quick clean-up and much more. The bath mitten is a great go-to solution, keeping pet
fresh, clean and happy. Ideal for dogs, cats, puppies, kittens and other small animals.
ScrubbyPet™ LLC was established in 2015 by a veterinarian. It aims to offer great innovative
solutions to meet a pet’s everyday need. Dr. Barry A Goldberg, the inventor of ScrubbyPet™,
invented the no-rinse bath mittens to address the challenges of keeping pets clean conveniently
without the hassle of a bath. Better yet, there is no more pet shaking and water mess!
The ScrubbyPet™ CEO is proud to reveal this amazing product to help both pet owners and
grooming professionals keeping pets conveniently groomed. No dirty or smelly pets in the house.
Pet groomers can make sure that all pets leave their parlor perfectly groomed. We have incredible
testimonials from multiple professional groomers. They love its ease of use with no rebaths when
a pet soils itself after being groomed.
ScrubbyPet™ is truly an innovative product that takes pet grooming and general hygiene to the
next level. Make sure to visit the ScrubbyPet™ booth (#568) at Super Zoo. For more information
email: info@scrubbystore.com or go: www.scrubbystore.com. Don’t forget to follow us on
Facebook @scrubbystore for exciting updates!
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